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A SIMPLE PROOF OF CLARKSON'S INEQUALITY

S. RAMASWAMY

In [1], J. A. Clarkson has proved the following inequality.

Let 1 < p < 2. Let/and g be any two functions in Lp[0, 1]. Then,

0) 2»-x(\\f\f +11*11") <||/+ gf + ||/- g\f < 2(||/jf +||gf).
Actually, J. A. Clarkson first proves that

(2) ii/+^+n/-^<2(ii/ir+iigirr1
where a is such that l/p + l/q = 1. He then deduces inequality (1) from (2).

The proof of inequality (2) is rather long and nontrivial. Since, it is used to

deduce (1), it appears that (1) is also complicated. Actually, the proof of (1) is

quite easy and the purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of (1).

To prove (1), it is sufficient to prove only the right-hand side i.e., V/, g E

Lp[0, I], \\f+g\\p + ||/- g\\" < 2(||/||' + ||g||>). Then, by applying this to
the functions «, and «2 where «, = / + g and h2— fi — g, we get the left-

hand side of (1).

We shall establish the right-hand side of (1), for Lp(ü, 9, X) where (ß, 9, X)

is a measure space with \(ß) = 1.

Let e„ be the «th Rademacher function on [0, 1], i.e.

en(t) = (-l)k   if f E ((k - l)/2", k/2") for some Je E (1, .. ., 2"}

= 0   if f = k/2" for some k E {0,. .., 2"}.

Then it is clear that |e„(f)| = 1 for almost all f (with respect to the Lebesgue

measure on [0, 1]) and the measure of (f: e„(t) = +1} = measure of (f:

ao--i}-!-
It is clear that

ï[H/+ «If +||/- *|fl -/0W')/+ h(0if dt,

£\\ex(t)f+e2(t)g\fdt = /o'(/j£,(f)/(>v) + e2(t)g(w)fdX(w)} dt

= /J((h(')/W + e2(t)g(w)\2}P/2dt)jdX(w).

\ex(t)f(w) + e2(t)g(w)\P dt^w)
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Since p/2 < 1, by Holder's inequality, the right-hand side is

< Ja(r,ei(í)/(W) + £2{t)8{w)\2 dt)    dX{w)-

Using the fact that /|e,(0|2 dt = /|e2(0|2 dt = 1 and /¿£,(>)e2(/) dt = 0,

jfVl(')/(H0 + h{t)g(^)\2 dt=\f(w)\2+\g(w)\2.

Hence,

P) f'lh(0/+ ^(Ogir^^/il/MI2 +|g(w)|Y/2tiA(w).

Further, we have,

(l/MI2 +\gM\2)P/2<\fn\P + \g{w)\P,   as(l + f)'< 1 + t'

when 0 < r < 1 and t > 0. Hence, the right-hand side of (3) is

</(|/(w)f +\8M\P)dX(w) =11^ + 11 gf.

This establishes the Clarkson's inequality (1).

It is clear that (1) is true for functions belonging to Lp of any finite

measure space. Since the Lp space of any a-finite measure space is isometric

to the Lp space of a finite measure space, the inequality (1) obviously holds

for functions belonging to the Lp space of any a-finite measure space.

Analogously, it can be proved that if 2 < p < oo and if / and g are any

two functions belonging to the Lp space over any a-finite measure space,

then

KW +Nf) <ll/+slf+»/- sf< 2"-l(\\A\P +\\8\\P)-
That the inequality (1) of J. A. Clarkson can be derived as above was

observed after going through [2], where it is proved that Lp is type p-Rade-

macher for 1 < p < 2.

Added in proof. We remark that the above proof goes through as such

even if X is only a a-finite measure.
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